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Abstract: While initial teacher education (ITE) has been acknowledged as an important process for
improving the quality of education by preparing future teachers, less attention has been paid to the
support of the continuous professional learning of teacher educators (TEs). This study reports on
the supporting processes and tools for a collaborative inquiry-based systematic reflection of five TEs
and the effects of their use in constructing professional knowledge about ITE. The reflective written
reports and reflective discussions of the TEs are thematically analysed to show the focus of inquiry,
the links among inquiry, reflection, and action, as well as the contributing role of collaboration within
a professional learning community (PLC). The results show that the TE inquiry was a continuous
process of exploring the beliefs, understandings, and participation of pre-service teachers (PSTs)
during teaching; the impact of the teaching context on TE actions and decisions; and the ways in
which their collaboration enhanced professional learning. The inquiry results informed the reflections
and practice design of TEs. Guiding questions, sustained interactions among the PLC members, and
support from a facilitator created opportunities for the collaborative construction of the professional
learning of TEs. This article provides TEs or/and facilitators of PLCs in teacher education with a
methodology for supporting professional knowledge through collaborative inquiry and reflection.

Keywords: teacher education; inquiry; reflection; professional learning community; higher educa-
tion; collaboration

1. Introduction

Initial teacher education (ITE) has been acknowledged as an important process for
improving education through the appropriate preparation of pre-service teachers (PSTs).
Teacher educators (TEs) are usually not educated themselves about how to support PST
learning and how to make informed decisions about the course of their actions during
ITE. However, expertise in a subject matter is not necessarily transferred to the ability to
teach this knowledge and support PSTs’ learning during ITE [1]. The importance of teacher
educators having knowledge of pedagogy has been emphasized in prior research. TEs can
gain this knowledge by engaging in professional inquiry of their own practice and their
students’ learning [2,3]. Based on the Cochran-Smith, Villegas, and colleagues’ review [4],
practitioner research and self-study conducted by teacher educators typically have two
main objectives. Firstly, to examine strategies and practices and generate inputs concerning
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teacher education processes in specific contexts. Secondly, to develop concepts, theories,
frameworks, models, or strategies that can also be applied in international contexts.

There are several work-based constraints on TEs to conduct research and reflection
on their own practice. The lack of funding [5] and structural barriers such as the large
number of students and heavy workload for university teachers [6] may discourage TEs
from undertaking the responsibility of PST learning by making inquiry-informed decisions
about teaching in higher education. Moreover, TE obligations to comply with study
regulations [7] and top–down organisational structures [8] create a mismatch between
quality teaching and predetermined practices and, therefore, limit TE autonomy in decision
making, resulting in reduced motivation. In addition, the lack of a cooperative culture
at a university may not promote collaboration among colleagues to study their practice
in higher education [9]. However, the systematic study of TEs’ pedagogical practices in
higher education can provide us with the means to critically understand and deliberately
design ITE processes [10].

Teacher education has mainly been made accountable through external evaluation
based on uniform standards rather than as an internal, contextual process in which TEs
themselves initiate and perform for the purpose of improving their practice in a collab-
orative context [11]. In this article, our study is based on the alternative of democratic
accountability and the concept of intelligent professional responsibility [12] to describe
and reflect upon a process of collaborative and reflective inquiry by five TEs. We report
on the construction of a committed PLC to improve teaching within ITE and focus on the
processes and tools that support the development of TEs’ professional learning. PLCs have
been studied as a context to generate the professional knowledge of TEs [13]. Professional
learning communities (PLCs) do not have a universally accepted definition. According to
DuFour [14], the term “professional learning community” is commonly used, but it refers
to a group of educators who regularly come together to share, improve, and assess the
effectiveness of their teaching methods with the aim of enhancing student learning [15].
The key components of the PLC concept, which are also evident in our study, include
all team members being dedicated to achieving high academic objectives, fostering a cul-
ture of collaboration and problem solving, prioritizing student learning, continuously
evaluating teaching and learning and supporting each other’s reflection, utilizing the re-
sults to enhance student learning, and promoting continuous learning and growth among
professionals [13,14,16,17].

When collaboration among academic staff has been studied, many benefits have been
presented, such as the creation of new knowledge, the construction of a “common language”
for learning, staff well-being in the workplace [5,9,18,19], as well as the construction of
professional learning. Still, studies regarding PLCs mainly report on their evolution, their
perceived outcomes, and the factors that affect these outcomes [18]. Some other studies
focus on exploring participant satisfaction based on their engagement in a PLC [20]. Even
if exploration of TE actions and individual or collaborative reflections are mentioned in
studies of PLCs, only in specific studies have we found detailed descriptions of what this
collaboration entailed and specifically how inquiry and reflection within this collaboration
assisted in the construction of professional knowledge [9,21].

Overall, reflection in teacher education has been discussed as a transformative and
social process [22], including the act of critically examining what you are doing, why you
decided to do it, and what its effects have been [23]. Increasing one’s awareness of the
factors and assumptions that affect and guide teaching [24] and bringing unconscious
aspects of experience to conscious awareness [25] is part of a deliberate and conscientious
process that employs a person’s cognitive, emotional, and somatic capacities to mindfully
contemplate on past, present, or future (intended or planned) actions in order to learn,
better understand, and potentially improve future actions [26]. When reflective practices
are used in higher education, research reports on benefits for both TEs (i.e., self-knowledge,
awareness of theories and practice, and improvement in teaching) and PSTs (learning and
critical thinking) [5,7]. However, research rarely describes the content, reasons, processes,
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and tools for reflection as well as its effects in transforming teaching [27]. Reflective records
are usually described as open-ended and self-directed procedures [28], or as having some
basic axes for reflection [29–31]. Therefore, studies do not always provide us with a set of
specific tools for enhancing reflection, or with information about the content, structure, and
frequency of reflective records produced by TEs.

Reflection is also not clearly or necessarily linked to a process of inquiry by TEs. Thus,
in some studies, inquiry is employed by those who facilitate TE professional learning
to explore the processes and outcomes of their learning within a PLC [13]. When TEs
themselves are involved in the inquiry of their own practice, it is not always shown how
inquiry specifically facilitates TE reflection and subsequent action. Last, the results of
keeping reflective records of teaching are not usually connected to results regarding PST
learning [29,30,32] or to the ways they contribute to the gradual transformation of teaching
practice. We, therefore, require more detailed accounts of the relationships among TE
inquiry, reflection, and action and the processes by which these facilitate professional
learning in a collaborative context.

For the above reasons, this study aims to examine how TEs can learn from a collabora-
tive inquiry-based reflection of their practice.

Specifically, our research questions are:

1. What can the focus of TE inquiry be and how can inquiry be related to TE reflection
and action in ITE?

2. How can TE inquiry, reflection and collaboration within a PLC facilitate the construc-
tion of professional knowledge?

2. Materials and Methods

A group of five experienced TEs working in four different Early Childhood Teacher
Education (ECTE) university departments initially came together as participants in a funded
educational programme aiming at disseminating scientific knowledge about children’s
participation in decision-making processes during ITE (VOICE program). The TEs knew
each other well from previous participation in a national teaching practice network of ECTE
departments and conferences. The TEs had varying years of teaching experience at the
university. The first author who acted as a facilitator of the PLC had 28 years of experience,
the next three authors had 15–19 years of experience, while the last one had 7 years of
experience. All the TEs were familiar with teaching about participatory practices in early
childhood education (ECE), but the first author also had research and practical experience
in facilitating teachers’ understanding and practice regarding children’s participation in
ECE. As part of the funded programme, the TEs were responsible for testing the educational
materials created to help PSTs reflect on and reconsider their beliefs about children’s abilities
to participate in decision-making processes during their education. The materials were
designed to help PSTs understand the importance and the requirements for children’s
participation in decision making as well as familiarise them with various strategies that can
enhance children’s participation in education. The first author as a facilitator of the group
organised the structure of the reflective records, raised questions for further reflection,
coordinated discussions, and promoted communication and dialogue among the members
of the PLC.

The facilitator introduced a process for the TEs to maintain a semi-structured diary
after each lesson. In this diary, they were required to record their teaching aims, the
educational material used during the lesson, comments on the effectiveness of the mate-
rials, general feedback on the overall teaching intervention, and suggestions for future
improvement. These diary entries were created based on TE inquiry; that is, based on their
observations of PST participation in the lessons, recordings of PST misunderstandings of
theories or/and examples of children’s participation, and PST difficulties in transforming
their beliefs and practices. The TEs evaluated the achievement of the lesson goals based
on the way PSTs, either individually or working in groups, responded to questions; anal-
ysed examples from practice; or made suggestions to enhance participatory practices. The
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inquiry results assisted the TEs in detecting issues that required consideration, understand-
ing what needed to change, and designing alternative methods of action. Diaries were
uploaded by all to a shared folder to provide access to each other’s thinking and practice.
The TEs continued to collaborate as a group after the end of the semester. Their aim was to
support each other’s professional learning and practice as TEs for another semester.

For the purposes of this study, three reflective written accounts of teaching produced at
different times during an academic year were analysed. All reflective reports were guided
by questions prepared by the facilitator to support focused reflection and evidence-based
construction of professional knowledge. The type of reflective questions was based on pre-
vious research that showed that when the questions foster participants’ reasoning, making
connections, evaluations and generalisations, the depth of reflection is enhanced [33–36].
The first reflective account (Table 1) was written individually at the end of the first semester
as a report that summarised information collected in diaries after each lesson and provided
evidence about the relationships among TE inquiry, reflection, and action.

Table 1. Aims and guiding questions for writing the first reflective report.

Guiding Questions for the First Reflective Account

Aims Questions

Description What kind of materials did you use?/How are the
materials connected to the content of your course?

Inquiry-based evaluation and reasoning
(interaction with materials and processes)

How did the materials and the related activities
foster PST awareness of participatory practices
in education?

Relating inquiry, reflection, and action
(PST understandings and TE actions)

What issues did you detect regarding PST
responses/reactions/readiness in relation to the
aims of your lessons?
What kind of PST needs did you observe while
working with the materials?
What did they find difficult to understand?
What made an impression on them?
What did you need to explain further?
What did you insist on?
What did you need to return to and re-examine?
Was there something else that you observed,
realised, or made an impression on you?

Relating inquiry and reflection
(PST progress)

Did you notice the influence of your teaching in
the final written examination of your PSTs?

Description Overall, what were the positive aspects of the
educational material?

Description What actions did you take to improve the
educational material?

The second reflective account (Table 2) was written at the end of the second semester,
aiming to enhance the production of an evidence-based construction of the gained profes-
sional knowledge.
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Table 2. Aims and guiding questions for writing the second reflective report.

Guiding Questions for the Second Reflective Account

Aims Questions

Generating the gained knowledge What did you detect as issues that concerned you
during the teaching of children’s participation to PSTs?

Providing spaces for in-depth reflection

Why did these issues concern you?
Were these issues common for all your students? Were
there dominant trends or were there differentiations
regarding their beliefs and understandings?
Were you aware of the issues beforehand and you just
confirmed them?
Are these issues related to the fact that you taught
children’s participation for the first time?
What did these issues make you think about or reflect?
Did you face any dilemmas about what you needed to
do in your teaching? How did you confront them?

Detecting relationships between
reflection and action

How did your reflection influence your actions?
Did you change something in relation to how you
have designed/scheduled it? What and why did
you change?
Do you think that your teaching was consistent with
the enhancement of participatory practices? Taking
into account Shier’s model (2001) of participation,
what level of participation did you manage to achieve?

Proceeding to theorising knowledge

What kind of knowledge did you gain as a TE from
this inquiry–reflective process regarding (a) the ways
to teach about children’s participation in becoming
teachers and (b) the support of PST learning?

The third reflective account (Table 3) was created after each member of the PLC read
the reflective accounts of the other PLC members at the end of the second semester to detect
commonalities or differences in the gained professional knowledge.

Table 3. Aims and guiding questions for writing the third reflective report.

Guiding Questions for the Third Reflective Account

Aims Questions

Detecting commonalities or
differences in other reflective
accounts proceeding to an account
of collective knowledge

Which of the things you wrote about in your second
reflective report do you find similar or different to the
other reflective reports regarding (a) teaching children’s
participation to teachers in training, (b) the ways we learn
as TEs through inquiry and reflection on our teaching, and
(c) how much we can foster participatory practices in
higher education and why we should foster participatory
practices in HE.

After the third reflective report was produced, a two-hour reflective discussion was
held among the members of the PLC to share their thoughts and understandings of the
collaborative production of professional knowledge (Table 4). The facilitator initially guided
the discussion based on the questions shown in Table 4 and co-ordinated the exchange of
opinions and experience between the group members.
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Table 4. Aims and guiding questions for the reflective discussion.

Reflective Discussion

Aims Questions

Reflecting upon the processes of a
collaborative creation of
professional knowledge

What did you gain by reading each other’s reflective
written accounts?
How did the reading of the others’ reflective reports
function as a process for your learning? (the discussion
developed after these initial questions based on
exploratory dialogue among the members of the PLC).

Thematic analysis of these reflective reports and discussions was employed based on
an inductive process of gradual data reduction and on a continuous comparison of the TE
responses to the reflective questions in their reports and discussion [37]. Specifically, each
response to an open-ended question was coded firstly to describe the various meanings
entailed in the text of the report or the transcript of the discussion. A comparison of
these codes and an exploration of their similarity produced conceptual categories for each
question analysed. For example, in their reports TEs referred to the reasons that enabled or
hindered PST participation in their courses. The coding of the references “big number of
PSTs in the course” and “inappropriate classroom space” formed the category “structural
constraints”. Likewise, other categories emerged from the coding of TE reports such as “TE
teaching methods and processes”, “PST expectations from teaching”, “PST resistance to
engage in designed activities”, and “institutional context”. All these categories informed
us about the various contextual factors that enabled or hindered PST participation in the
course, generating a further abstraction under the theme “the role of context in shaping
possibilities and constraints to enhance PST participation during teaching”. The categories
and themes were cross-checked by all researchers to achieve trustworthiness and relevance.
Disagreements, while rare, were discussed until a 100% agreement was reached. The
themes that emerged from the analysis were the following: (a) supporting relations among
TE inquiry, reflection, and action as a continuing process; (b) the role of context in shaping
possibilities and constraints to enhance PST participation during teaching; (c) teaching as a
dialogical and collaborative process based on inquiry and reflection; and (d) collaborative
construction of professional learning.

3. Results
3.1. The Focus of TE Inquiry and the Relationship between Inquiry, Reflection, and Action in ITE

The inquiry of teaching had varying foci during TE practice: inquiry into PSTs’ prior
beliefs about participation, inquiry into PSTs’ interactions with the materials and the
teaching process (i.e., PST reactions, questions, and understandings during teaching),
inquiry into the progress observed in PSTs’ understandings, and inquiry into PSTs’ learning
outcomes. However, in all cases of inquiry, the results of each inquiry were closely linked
to TE reflections and design or re-design of their practice as we show below.

Initially, the inquiry of the prior beliefs of PSTs was explored through the common
use of a questionnaire with open-ended questions at the beginning of the semester. These
questions asked PSTs to describe the meaning and necessity of children’s participation,
give examples of children’s participation, and present their knowledge about the strategies
for enhancing it in education. The analysis of PST responses played a crucial role in the
TEs achieving an awareness of the starting point of the intervention and, thus, what PSTs
thought about and knew about children’s participation. PSTs’ beliefs were characterised
by all TEs as having a general, abstract, simplistic, and stereotypical understanding of
children’s participation. This awareness guided TEs in reflection about how to foster the
deconstruction of stereotypical beliefs, facilitate their reconsideration by PSTs, and assist in
their in-depth understanding of children’s participation. These reflective questions based
on the results of the inquiry led to the design of TE goals of action and the development of
appropriate activities. For example, the TEs utilised the initial PST responses as examples in
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the lesson to create opportunities to reflect and question their prior beliefs. They also used
examples from practice that PSTs examined to detect the level of children’s participation
according to Shier’s model of participation [38]. In this way, both personal beliefs and
theoretical models were employed to assist PSTs in analysing situations, detecting the level
of participation, and providing alternatives for teacher actions.

The inquiry of PST interactions with materials and teaching processes focused on
PST difficulties in understanding and applying theories of participation as well as on their
misconceptions. The inquiry also focused on the restrictions and pitfalls of the teaching
materials in relation to facilitating the successful understanding of children’s participation
by PSTs. Indicative reflective questions developed from the inquiry results were “how can
I make easier PSTs’ understanding of children’s participation? What needs to be altered in
the teaching process to give more opportunities to PSTs to develop their understanding
of the concepts? How can I enrich/change the materials and towards which direction?
How can I promote a dialogue to assist PSTs to express and clarify their opinions?”. After
this reflection, some of the TEs related the notion of children’s participation to what PSTs
already knew or were familiar with to provide opportunities for them to cooperate in
groups and present their different or contrasting views and ideas as a source for further
dialogue, to enrich the materials with more examples and audio-visual resources for further
analysis, and to give more time than scheduled to the theme of children’s participation and
insist in achieving an understanding with PSTs. Reading each other’s diary entries was
also mentioned as a resource for making decisions regarding the methods for confronting
similar difficulties and re-organising the materials to be used during teaching.

The inquiry of PST progress involved continuous observations of changes observed
in PST thinking, abilities, and practice. For example, the TEs gradually observed the
ability of PSTs to refer to the theoretical context when reasoning their ideas, to doubt their
initial beliefs, to proceed to an emphasis on looking at children’s perspectives, to recognise
the need to decrease teacher guidance, and to reflect upon the ways they could support
children’s participation. These findings informed further actions related to the distribution
of time regarding the course content and the detection of issues that they still needed to
insist on based on a formative evaluation of their teaching practice.

Last, the inquiry of the teaching intervention outcomes was based on asking PSTs
to respond again to the questions posed at the beginning of the semester regarding the
meaning, necessity, and strategies for children’s participation. All the TEs spotted changes
as well as stability in PST beliefs by comparing their responses at the beginning and end of
the semester. At the same time, the success rate of the final evaluation exams was considered
by one TE as an indication of added value to the teaching intervention. Considering these
outcomes, the TEs proposed further changes to the educational materials and the teaching
processes they employed.

3.2. Constructing Professional Knowledge Based on Inquiry, Reflection, and Collaboration

TEs’ professional learning was affected by the specific contexts of their teaching. The
construction of professional knowledge was based on a dialogue among TEs and PSTs
informed by inquiry and reflective processes as well as on a collaboration among the
members of the PLC.

3.2.1. The Role of Context in Shaping TE Actions

As explained above, all the TEs recorded PST interactions with the teaching process
and the materials to gain knowledge of their understandings, misconceptions, or difficulties
in designing their practice informed by inquiry and reflection. However, the focused
reflection on the issue of whether or not the TEs encouraged PST participation during
teaching, and in what ways, was dealt with in the second reflective report. The use of
Shier’s [38] model of participation provided an opportunity for an in-depth reflection on
teaching as a participatory practice. Specifically, reflection referred to whether the TEs
observed a consistency in the content of their teaching that focused on how to enhance
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participation in education and the opportunities they provided to PSTs to participate
actively in shaping the course of teaching.

All the TEs described in their reflective reports that there were several ways in which
they fostered PST participation. For example, they encouraged the expression of PST beliefs,
opinions, and suggestions (pedagogy of listening) and utilised them systematically for
further exploratory discussion and reflection. They used multiple tools to encourage PSTs’
expression of opinions and suggestions, such as written texts in open questions, online
learning games (i.e., Kahoot), and discussions in groups. One TE explained that he informed
the PSTs about the content and ways of working with the materials at the beginning of the
course and discussed with them their suggestions for the evaluation methods of the course,
providing them with the possibility to select one of the evaluation methods.

At the same time, the TEs were aware that they were not able to foster PST participation
in the decision-making processes in teaching since although they tried to explore and adjust
teaching to their difficulties and needs, the final teaching decisions were made by them. The
TEs were critical not only of their practice but also of several contextual factors that they
perceived as constraints for supporting higher levels of PST participation. These constraints
regarded PST expectations of the role of TEs and their own role during teaching. Some of
the PSTs expressed a desire for clear-cut answers, guidelines, and bodies of knowledge that
they could easily understand to pass the course. This desire created a relevant constraint
for the TEs as it demonstrated the resistance of PSTs to engage in activities designed to
enhance their critical thinking or to read and discuss supplementary materials. The TEs
also mentioned difficulties faced by some of the PSTs, such as their inability to express their
opinions in a clear and concise manner. In addition, since PSTs had limited experience in
kindergarten classrooms, a difficulty was noted both in extracting and processing their own
experiences of classrooms and in reasoning their ideas and proposals for alternative actions.

The TEs also recognised other contextual factors that affected PST participation. These
were the large number of PSTs on the course (from 70 to 150 PSTs), together with the fact
that this large group of PSTs displayed different levels of knowledge and abilities. Thus,
the TEs felt that they should encourage different levels of PST participation simultaneously
to respond to their varying levels of knowledge and abilities; a fact that they found dif-
ficult due to the number of PSTs. In addition, the organisation of classroom space (i.e.,
amphitheatre) did not easily facilitate group work and discussions among the PSTs. Last,
it was communicated that the context of university teaching did not encourage a higher
level of PST participation in decision-making processes because the TEs were required to
submit and upload a detailed course outline before the start of the course in which the
aims, content, teaching, and evaluation methods, as well as the learning outcomes, were
fully described.

3.2.2. Teaching as a Dialogical and Collaborative Process Based on Inquiry and Reflection

The written accounts of the TEs based on the professional knowledge they gained
about how to support PST learning highlighted the inquiry of practice and relevant re-
flection as necessary preconditions to shape the teaching process. Specifically, making
connections among the inquiry of PST understandings as well as participation and TE
actions verified inquiry as a process informing reflection and teaching in ITE. The following
examples of these connections were mentioned by the TEs: “I utilised PST’s feedback to
modify my lessons and encourage their analytical and critical thinking” (TE1); “Exploration
of PSTs’ beliefs and understandings made me give attention to and stress things that I
would ordinarily take for granted” (TE4).

Inquiry and reflection were also important for the TEs to construct professional learn-
ing because they facilitated their awareness and conscientious action, as shown in the
following excerpts from the reflective reports: “I became aware that PSTs’ difficulties and
misconceptions assisted me in understanding better what I teach and how” (TE3), “I re-
alised the need for teaching tools that facilitate PSTs’ voices and the need for less ‘silent’
materials that do not encourage participation” (TE4), “I encouraged PSTs to talk about
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emotions that the discussion of their beliefs created to them” (TE5), and “I realised that it is
important to raise more questions than give clear cut answers” (TE3).

A common understanding that developed among the TEs was the approach of teaching
in ITE as a dialogical and collaborative process co-shaped with the PSTs. This understand-
ing skipped the distinction between teacher-centred and student-centred orientations of
teaching in higher education and emphasised the co-construction of the teaching process.
One of the TEs summarised this point well in her reflective report: “Teaching is a kind of
conversation with our students, a co-shaping process with our students based on a continu-
ous exploration and evaluation of this process that helped me become more inventive in
my teaching” (TE4).

3.2.3. Collaborative Construction of Professional Learning

The collaborative construction of professional knowledge was achieved through read-
ing each other’s reflective accounts and taking part in joint discussions during meetings.
Four processes were detected by all the TEs that enhanced the development of their pro-
fessional learning within the PLC. Finding commonalities in TE observations, reflective
writings, understandings, and actions facilitated the production of professional knowledge
within the PLC. Such commonalities pertained to PST misconceptions, TE practices that
re-organised the time and emphasis given during their teaching according to PST difficul-
ties, and contextual restrictions they faced in their efforts to enhance PST participation. In
this way, professional knowledge was constructed and verified by a comparative process
of written or oral reflective records produced by the TEs. The second process detected by
the members of the PLC to enhance their professional knowledge was the fact that sharing
each other’s perspectives assisted them in raising new questions or acquiring new lenses to
view their own practice. Again, this learning occurred based on the comparison of one’s
own thinking and practice to the other members’ thinking and practice. The third process
of constructing professional knowledge was based on learning new things by sharing ideas
and practices during discussions or reading alternative proposals of action in the diaries
and reflective records. Last, in some cases, the TEs also acted as “critical friends”, posing
questions to one another after reading the reflective reports (i.e., “do you think that PSTs’
previous experience of online learning during COVID had a share of responsibility for their
passivity and lack of eagerness to participate in the discussions?” (TE2)).

Therefore, the uploading of diaries and reflective reports in a shared folder and the
reflective discussions in meetings facilitated access to each member’s thinking and practice
and allowed for the exchange of ideas and awareness of one’s teaching profile. As the TEs
indicatively explained: “The uploading of my colleagues’ diaries and reflective reports in a
common folder in which I could look for their observations, remarks and proposals was
important. We exchanged ideas, utilised ideas from others, shared experiences regarding
our teaching and our concerns” (TE 2). “I learnt new things by reading each other’s reports
and made a step further at looking into my teaching in depth” (TE3).

The active involvement of all members in shaping the course of the PLC, a climate
of respect, and lack of competition among the PLC members were important to avoid
hierarchical relationships among them, as stated in the reflective discussion: “It was
important that we gradually built a framework and criteria for what is important to teach
and how and that these criteria were built through collaboration” (TE2). “It was important
for our collaboration the fact that we were all open or well-intentioned to work on this
matter, without competition, without saying who did it better or worse and so on. It was
the basic condition for us to be able to talk meaningfully with respect to the different point
of view that was being heard and to move forward” (TE3).

In addition, guiding questions for the diaries and reflective reports were found valu-
able for making professional knowledge conscientious and concrete. As one TE explained,
“guiding questions provoked an internal monologue to bring knowledge to the surface. At
the same time, comparing my perspective to the others’ experiences and remarks provided
me with new lenses to look back at my teaching experience and bring in new perspec-
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tives” (TE4). And another TE explained during the reflective discussion: “The questions
assisted us to examine in-depth our pedagogical practices and to foster our development
as researchers, making the knowledge we gained as TEs more concrete” (TE5).

4. Discussion

This study contributes to extending our knowledge of methodological tools and
processes by which TEs construct their professional learning through the inquiry of their
teaching practice, their reflections based on the results of the inquiry of their practice,
informed design of teaching, and collaboration among them in a PLC. While there are
studies which refer to collaboration and reflection processes among TEs, many of them
focus on an evaluation of the learning outcomes of PLCs rather than a detailed account of
the processes of learning within the PLC [11,13]. At the same time, while the inquiry and
engagement of TEs in research (i.e., exploration of PST beliefs and learning processes) are
often mentioned as forwarding TE professional learning within PLCs [13], we do not have
detailed information about the kinds of inquiry TEs employ and the ways in which inquiry
informs their reflection and action. Previous studies have reported that PST feedback
contributes to understanding the impact and efficiency of our teaching as TEs [5], stressing
the role of inquiry in evaluating the outcomes of teaching. In our study, the inquiry into
practice was expanded to include a continuing exploration process: inquiry of PST beliefs at
the beginning of the course; PST interactions with the materials and the teaching processes;
PST progress as shown in changes in their beliefs, understandings, and abilities; and, finally,
PST learning outcomes. Thus, the inquiry into practice formed a continuous process for
TEs to construct their knowledge based on the exploration of teaching contexts, processes,
progress, and outcomes. The results of the inquiry facilitated focused reflections from
the TEs and informed their decisions about the content and processes of teaching in ITE,
as shown in this study’s results. By showing the different foci of inquiry and how they
facilitated reflection and action, this study highlights methods that TEs can adopt to foster
their professional learning. In addition, by showing the interconnectedness among the
methods of inquiry, reflection, and action of TEs, we provide examples for facilitators of
PLCs about the use of inquiry and reflection in enhancing the development of conscientious
and robust professional knowledge.

Another point to highlight is that the TEs gained professional knowledge by conduct-
ing a reflective inquiry of the processes by which they gained this professional knowledge
that guided their practice. The use of systematic inquiry and reflection upon their practice
allowed for the production of professional knowledge about goals, priorities, and ways
of teaching. Most importantly, it allowed learning to teach to occur as a co-constructing
process among TEs and PSTs whose understandings and actions are in a continuous di-
alogue since they inform each other in making decisions about teaching. Additionally,
this study confirmed curricular structures and organisational conditions that may bring
about constraints in the autonomy and flexibility of TEs in implementing teaching based
on inquiry and reflection [6–8].

Learning from each other in a PLC was based on sharing and triangulating experi-
ences [6] and acquiring different perspectives on the issues of concern [39]. The results of
this study show that a PLC can contribute to TE learning by offering structure, content,
interactions, and collaboration among its members [40]. Specifically, collaboration among
the TEs within the PLC entailed finding commonalities among inquiry results and practices,
raising new questions based on the others’ perspectives, learning new things, and receiving
feedback from the members of the PLC. PLC as a context for collaborative professional
learning functioned as a “critical friend” to TE professional knowledge development [39,41].
However, although the development of professional knowledge within a PLC required a
common interest and exchange of experience among its members, this study showed that
this was not adequate. The facilitation of inquiry and reflection as well as coordination
of systematic interactions among the members of the PLC were important to articulate
and make concrete the professional knowledge gained from participating in a PLC. Thus,
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the facilitator’s preparation of tools for inquiry used by all members of the PLC (i.e., the
questionnaire used at the beginning and end of the course as a way to plan teaching and
also reflect upon its effects) and the provision of guiding questions to enhance TE reflection
and structure the writing of their reflective reports were important actions to fostering
professional knowledge creation based on inquiry and reflection. In addition, the facilitator
ensured sustained interactions among the members of the PLC and initiated a constant
comparative method of reading each other’s reflective reports and sharing understandings
to support the collaborative construction of professional knowledge. Finally, ensuring
the active role of the PLC members in shaping the course of the PLC and working to-
gether in a climate of acceptance and respect was also important in the development of TE
professional knowledge.

In this study, five TEs from different universities came together initially by partici-
pating in a funded program that involved them in exploring the use of specific materials
to enhance PSTs’ knowledge and understanding of children’s participation in education.
As described in this article, this collaboration proceeded based on a common interest to
learn together based on inquiry and reflection upon our practice. However, it is important
to ask whether the improvement in teaching in teacher education is related only to TE
initiatives to improve teaching or whether support of a collaborative culture and practice
from the institution is also required. Cooperative and collegial relationships assist in de-
veloping communities of practice [9] but are not adequate, as there are several structural
and organisational barriers to TEs [5–7]. TEs require a proactive stance to improve teacher
education processes rather than only a reactive stance to external accountability processes.
Therefore, democratic accountability and intelligent professional responsibility [12] can
play significant roles in improving teaching, as this study shows, without ignoring the
demand of institutional support for improving TEs for the benefit of PST learning and,
finally, for the benefit of the pupils themselves and society.

This study has some limitations that could impact the depth of the insights gained.
One limitation of this study was the lack of a longitudinal component to track the impact of
collaborative reflection on TE pedagogical thinking and practice over time. In addition, this
study highlights the need for more extensive evidence on the impact of TE collaborative
inquiry and reflection on PST learning outcomes. It is crucial to acknowledge that this
research might not accurately represent the experiences or viewpoints of PSTs, since it did
not incorporate their opinions. Moreover, external factors such as educational policies and
student demographics could have influenced the outcomes, but they were not explored in
depth in this study. Additionally, there were constraints originating from the institutional
context, such as time, audience, and scope, which limited the participants’ actions. Col-
laborative inquiry and reflection were not part of the institutional working culture, which
further limited this study.

This study analysed the results of a specific process. Further research could vali-
date the tools and processes of supporting the professional learning of TEs within PLCs
based on larger groups of university teachers. However, other strategies such as verbal
interviews and extensive discussions, peer observations, etc., may suit some TEs more
than the proposed process. Thus, future research could also explore how to encourage
and support inquiry, reflection, and collaboration based on technologies, like electronic
portfolios and weblogs, since they might influence the nature and outcomes of reflective
practices. Additionally, comparative analyses of the formation of teaching styles and the
challenges faced by TEs in different global contexts, as well as longitudinal studies tracking
the experiences of academics and their development over time are suggested. Collaborative
inquiry and reflection could also be used to explore ways in which TEs can creatively
respond to institutional demands and the impact of different support mechanisms. These
suggestions aim to expand our understanding of the formation of learning interactions
in higher education, the effect of external stressors on TEs, and the support mechanisms
needed during times of social turmoil.
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Future studies should also consider the perspectives of PSTs with diverse backgrounds
to understand their thinking, challenges, and the outcomes of reflective interactions in
different teaching methods, including lectures, interactive sessions, and online resources.
Moreover, future research could focus on innovative teaching models that integrate theory
and practice to promote reflective teaching practices and support the development of
critical thinking in TEs and PSTs. Finally, future research could explore the scalability of
the proposed collaborative inquiry and reflection process to determine its feasibility for
implementation in different disciplines and courses of study.

5. Conclusions

This research inquiry explores the practices and experiences of TEs and is motivated
by two primary research questions: The first research question focused on the spectrum of
TE inquiry and its impact on TE professional learning within a community of practice. The
focus of inquiry for TEs can be on exploring the beliefs, understandings, and participation
of pre-service teachers during teaching; the impact of the teaching context on TEs’ actions
and decisions; and the ways in which collaboration enhances professional learning. The
inquiry results can facilitate reflection and action in ITE by informing the reflections and
practice design of TEs.

The second research question asked how TEs constructed their professional knowl-
edge. TEs’ professional knowledge was constructed based on inquiry and reflection upon
their teaching practice and collaboration among them. This study found that when collab-
orative inquiry-based reflection is facilitated to be a systematic and continuous process,
it can support the professional learning of teacher educators. This study also highlights
the importance of creating a supportive culture of collaboration and reflection within a
professional learning community for teacher educators.

In summary, the research presents a systematic approach to enhancing professional ex-
pertise via collaborative investigation and introspection. This approach might be valuable
for those involved in educating becoming-teachers and overseeing communities focused
on professional development in teacher education. The study’s results highlight the need
for institutional backing to enhance TE professional learning processes and emphasise
the significance of fostering a culture of cooperation and reflection among TEs. Rather
than only responding to external accountability procedures, this research recommends
that TEs actively work to improve teacher education processes. Improving teaching meth-
ods in teacher education may be achieved via the application of intelligent professional
responsibility and democratic accountability, according to this study.
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